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logo-blue1
hex: #24588d
cmyk: 93 70 20 5 
pantone: 2945U

link-blue1
hex: #0582c1

logo-blue2
hex: #94a6c4
cmyk: 43 28 11 0 
pantone: 2945U (50%)

logo-blue2
hex: #94a6c4
cmyk: 43 28 11 0 
pantone: 2945U (50%)

highlight-blue1
hex: #ccdcee

primary

dark-grey
hex: #3c3c3c

warm-grey
hex: #d9d4cc

grey
hex: #9c9c9c

light-grey
hex: #f7f2f0

white
hex: #ffffff

neutrals

link-blue2
hex: #1594d0

highlight-blue2
hex: #e4ecf6

purple1
hex: #923895

green1
hex: #008153

orange1
hex: #b05c27

gold1
hex: #b69139

accent

purple2
hex: #be4198

green2
hex: #1faa75

orange2
hex: #c56e29

gold2
hex: #d9aa2a

brand palette
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typography

HEADLINES

IBM Plex Mono

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 !%&/()[]<>=?# @©®™
SMALL HEADERS & LABELS

IBM Plex Mono

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 !%&/()[]<>=?# @©®™

TEXT

IBM Plex Sans

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 !%&/()[]<>=?# @©®™

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 !%&/()[]<>=?# @©®™

SAMPLE

Is there a long term strategy 
in human rights technology?
by beatrice on November 1, 2017 - 10:00am

Over the past decade, Aspiration has worked with a range of partners 

and allies across the human rights sector on a wide spectrum of 

technology projects and events.

During that time, we have observed a recurring dynamic. Most human 

rights technology efforts—whether responding to an incident and 

mitigating a threat, working on technology features and usability, or 

doing evaluation and risk assessment—tend to focus on short-term 

horizons and/or be reactive in nature.

Read more about it (h2)
The venture was described as aiming to:

ÎÎ Model potential future threats, adversaries and capabilities;

ÎÎ Anticipate tool, process, and capacity needs NGOs and other human 

rights stakeholders  will face; and

ÎÎ Model how actions we take in the present and near-term may 

eventually have adverse or  unanticipated consequences.

If you would like to share thoughts on the research or propose projects 

on which we could collaborate, please feel free to contact us at  

info@aspirationtech.org.

The report is published under a Creative Commons Attribution Share-

Alike 4.0 International (CCBY-SA 4.0) license.
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imagery

The quick brown fox jumps
over a lazy dog.
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REGISTER NOW

imagery

California Nonprofit Technology
Festival
Fresno, CA June 20-21 2018
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Aspiration’s mission 
is to connect nonprofit 
organizations, foundations 
and activists with software 
solutions and technology 
skills that help them better 
carry out their missions.

LEARN MORE


